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Abstract
Background: Diabetes is associated with an increased risk of diabetes distress, depression, anxiety and eating 

disorders. Still, health professionals working with diabetes often fail to identify patients with serious psychological 
problems and to address psychological issues in general. Our aim was to explore diabetologist’s perceived barriers 
to addressing psychological issues in diabetes consultations.

Methods: We conducted qualitative semi-structured individual interviews with 12 diabetologists working in 
specialist diabetes clinics in four different Danish hospitals. All interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed 
by systematic meaning condensation.

Results: We identified three main categories of barriers: 1) the structural organisation of diabetes consultations, 
e.g. sparse consultation time, extensive screen work, and missing referral possibilities; 2) the relation between
patients and physicians, e.g. the perception of patient attitudes or patient personality; and 3) the individual
diabetologist, e.g. acquired and inherent skills, and the physicians perceived area of responsibility. Psychological
aspects of diabetes were generally perceived as more important by younger diabetologists. More senior clinicians
tended to regard psychological issues as of less importance and not within their core responsibility.

Conclusion: The structural organisation of consultations, especially time constraints, and the perceived area 
of responsibility were the most prominent barriers to addressing mental health problems in diabetes consultations. 
Our study provides explanations for the gap between the widespread knowledge among diabetologists of the 
importance of psychological issues and the frequent failure to address such issues, and thus provides a basis for the 
development of strategies to facilitate a change of practice.

Keywords: Diabetes; Psychological problems in diabetes;
Diabetes distress; Diabetes consultations; Health communication; 
Diabetologists; Physicians

Background
Health professionals working with diabetes patients often fail to 

identify psychological problems and disorders. Approximately two 
out of three patients with serious psychological problems remain 
undiagnosed [1,2]. 

Undiagnosed and unaddressed psychological problems are 
clinically important, since people with diabetes struggle with 
psychological problems more often, and to a greater degree, than 
others. Compared with the general population, clinical depression and 
anxiety occur about twice as often among persons with both type 1 and 
type 2 diabetes [3-6], and the risk of eating disorders is also increased 
[7]. Furthermore, a large number of persons with diabetes suffer from 
diabetes distress, the semi-chronic stress condition resulting from the 
strains of living with diabetes [8-10].

Evidently, psychological problems have a disruptive impact on 
quality of life, and people with diabetes score lower on quality of 
life scales than people without a chronic illness [11]. Also, there is a 
significant association between psychological problems and poor 
diabetes outcomes [4,12-17]. Depression is, for example, associated 
with both ‘non-adherence’ [14] and risk of hyperglycaemia [16]. 
Diabetes distress is associated with patients’ diabetes management even 
more so than depression [10]. 

Paradoxically, healthcare professionals working with diabetes are 
generally aware of this problem. For example, the majority of health 
professionals interviewed for the DAWN studies reported that many 
persons with diabetes had diabetes related psychological problems 
[6,18]. At the same time it was found that health professionals 

often lack critical resources for addressing psychosocial problems, 
particularly skill, time and adequate referral sources [6,18]. The 
first of the two DAWN studies concluded that psychological factors 
constitute a ‘key barrier’ to better diabetes processes [6]. Furthermore, 
the psychological consequences of diabetes have been recognised in a 
number of international guidelines [19]. It seems, therefore, that there 
is a considerable gap between clinician awareness and clinical practice. 

Hospital-based diabetologists represent a particularly important 
group of healthcare professionals when it comes to dealing with 
psychological problems of people with diabetes. Physicians play a 
normative role for patients [20], and diabetes patients enrolled in 
hospitalcare more often have complications that increase the risk of 
psychological problems [21]. It thus seems particularly important to 
understand why diabetologists fail to identify psychological problems.

We are not aware of previous in-depth qualitative investigations into 
hospital-based diabetologist’s perceptions of the barriers to addressing 
psychological aspects of living with diabetes. A clarification of these 
barriers is important as it will provide a tentative explanation for the 
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gap between knowledge and practice in this field. New insights can also 
guide the planning and development of interventions to amend this 
gap. Therefore, our aim with this study was to explore diabetologist’s 
perceptions of the barriers to addressing the psychological problems of 
their patients.

Materials and Methods 
Individual qualitative interviews were conducted to capture the 

perceptions and experiences of the participants [22]: diabetologists 
and physicians in training to become diabetologists. This method 
was considered particularly suitable for obtaining an in-depth 
understanding of the underlying mechanisms in diabetes consultations.

We used criterion sampling [23] to include diabetologists, and 
physicians in training to become diabetologists, recruited from four 
different hospital-based diabetes clinics in Denmark (Bispebjerg 
Hospital, Odense University Hospital, Steno Diabetes Centre and Rigs 
hospitalet). Sampling criteria were: a) physicians working in a hospital; 
b) physicians with regular consultations with patients with diabetes; 
and c) diabetologists or physicians training to become diabetologists. 
Recruitment of participants lasted until saturation was reached on 
main themes. The sample consisted of nine endocrinologists (six men 
and two women) and four physicians in specialist training (all women).

Data were obtained from semi-structured in-depth interviews of 
50-60 minutes duration conducted in Danish by the first author. The 
participants were interviewed at their workplace and interviews were 
audio-taped. The interview guide was developed on the basis of a 
literature survey, pilot observations of consultations at Steno Diabetes 
Center and discussions with two experienced diabetologists (MW 
and EH). The main themes of the interview guide were the individual 
diabetologist’s perception of: 

• the role of psychological issues in diabetes consultations,

• responsibility regarding psychological problems and,

• barriers to addressing psychological issues 

The themes were pursued flexibly, sensitive to the personal 
approach of the individual diabetologist. All 12 diabetologists that we 
approached for this study consented, and all provided full interviews.

Interviews were transcribed verbatim in Danish and analysed 
according to the method of Systematic Text Condensation (STC) 
inspired by Georgi [24,25] and modified by Malterud [26]. The procedure 
consisted of the following steps: 1) reading all the material to get an 
overall impression and identify preliminary themes; 2) identifying, 
classifying and sorting of meaning units related to previously identified 
themes and labelling of code groups; 3) systematic abstraction of 
meaning units within the thematic codes; and 4) re-conceptualization 
of data and development of concepts and descriptions. Throughout the 
entire process of analysis our main focus was to identify barriers to 
addressing psychological issues in consultations. 

Citations are marked with numbers for the different interviewees 
to protect their anonymity. Citations were translated from Danish into 
English by the first author and checked by a native English speaker.

Results
Participants reported numerous barriers to addressing 

psychological issues in their diabetes consultations. The different types 
of barriers fell in three broad categories: I) the structural organisation 
of diabetes consultations, such as sparse consultation time, extensive 

screen work, and missing referral possibilities; II) the relation between 
patients and physicians, such as the perception of patient attitudes, 
patient personality, and levels of physician/patient intimacy; III) 
the individual diabetologist, such as acquired and inherent skills, 
personal feelings and energy level, and the physician’s perceived area 
of responsibility.

I. Barriers related to the structural organisation of diabetes 
consultations

Pivotal time pressure

Time pressure was the most consistently mentioned barrier: 

”... If I concern myself more with psychological issues, my schedule 
will be ruined.” (9)

The experience of running behind schedule often led to downgrading 
psychological topics, even when problems were acknowledged: 

“... I don’t have unlimited time, so you have to make an assessment 
of who to focus on. Patients say it a lot themselves too, so somesay, ‘well, 
I feel good’, and one cansense that, actually,, they’re not feeling well, but 
they say they are, that’s what they want to convey, and so I don’t say 
anything.” (4)

Limited consultation time often increased a feeling of conflicting 
agendas as depicted by several participants. One diabetologist explained 
it thus:

“…if you could control itcompletely, then there would be sufficient 
time, but then the patient has their own agenda andfeels that now it’s my 
“15-minutes of fame”, so it’sdifficult to set your own agenda completely, 
so I’d say there’s no open time as such.” (1)

Several participants felt dissatisfied by constantly having to cut 
down on patients’ agendas and articulated a desire for more time: 

“I would always like more time, then I might start out asking ‘how 
are you in general’ right? ‘How are you, how are things at home?’ get a 
feeling if something’s not going well. And then I would like to be able to 
say, if I sensed a problem of some kind, or something made it difficult to 
reach our goals, then I would like to have some kind of a permanent team 
to follow this up.” (7)

Some diabetologists felt less frustrated by time pressure than their 
colleagues. 

“I think, on average, it works reasonably well. You can’t solve all 
the problems, but perhaps you couldn’t do that even if you had half an 
hour.” (2)

The diabetologists feeling least restricted by time were those who, 
due to high rank, had more flexibility:

“Sometimes I have patients whom I see often and schedule a time for 
them where I wouldn’t normally have patients. I take out half an hour of 
my schedule and go down to talk to them.” (6)

The computer screen takes up time

Several participants experienced screen work as time consuming 
and a barrier to good communication:

“The screen takes up time, that’s just a fact.” (4)

“… ifcommunication with patients should be optimised then I would 
rather not have to write notes, update medicine, update allergies, do the 
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crossing and the approvals, pushF8, pushF10 and all that. I would rather 
get rid of all that.” (3) 

Some diabetologists also felt that extensive screen work resulted in 
less patient intimacy: 

“I look at the screen a lot; key in data and so forth, and the patient 
sits alongside, so you have to be really attentive to look the patient in the 
eyes.”(5) 

Missing referral possibilities and follow-up

In one specialist clinic it was possible for participants to refer 
patients to a psychotherapist:

“So if I have a patient where I can see, that I will probably never 
getdiabetes treatment under control before addressing fundamental 
psychological problems; problems with parents, relationships or whatever, 
then I can refer to someone who can help me out, our psychologist.” (6)

Participants from the remaining hospitals could, to varying 
degrees, make referrals to nurses.Several participants mentioned 
that the general lack of follow-up offers could keep physicians from 
addressing psychological issues: 

”…it takes no time to ask a question and to get a quick answer, but 
you can’t really ask people a question, examine their soul, and then have 
nothing to follow up with, that would seem inadequate somehow.” (1)

Several participants reported that they would appreciate more 
referral possibilities: 

”Maybe (I would refer more patients), if I knew of a psychologist 
centre, for example, that specialized in psychological problems in 
diabetes, or chronic patients in general, that would be great.” (9)

Some, however, could do without referral possibilities to a 
psychologist: 

”…I don’t always have the impression that sessions with a 
psychologist are useful. I’m thinking; ‘what good will it do, nothing 
happens anyway.’” (10)

II. Barriers related to the relation between patients and physician

Perceived patient attitudes

Perceived patient attitudes were also mentioned as potential 
barriers. This primarily concerned the way patients seemed to deal with 
their diabetes. One participant explained that patients can appear very 
despondent: 

”What one sees in patients who are severely affected is that they’re 
resigned, and even if you’re sittingas a physician trying to tell them that 
isa good idea to lower their blood sugar, they seem pretty indifferent - or 
it seems as if they’re a bit apathetic and resigned.” (3) 

Some participants felt that patients do not always have an insight 
into their own problems, which makes the conversation difficult:

“It’s not certain that everyone will be aware if they have an eating 
disorder, you can’t be certain of an accurate answer. Ýou can’t simply 
ask whether a patient has an eating disorder – well, you can” but you 
can’t be certain the answer’s correct.” (1)

Patient’s wishes and personality

Another participant reported that patients differ and not all 
patients want closer contact with the physician:

”…they [patients] need to be treated differently; one asks us to 
become familiar, whereas the other tries to push us away.” (5)

Another participant put it like this: 

“…some [patients] are incredibly annoying; I can’t be doing with 
them.” (4)

Knowing your patients

Many participants stressed that it is easier to talk to patients 
that you know well. Knowing patients too well could, however, also 
represent a challenge: 

”…if I know them too well – that can be a disadvantage – because 
then I don’t like it when I have to say something unpleasant.” (10)

III. Barriers related to the individual diabetologist

Acquired and inherent skills 

The lack of education within the field of psychology was stressed as 
a reason for not exploring psychological issues in depth:

“We don’t really have the necessary qualifications to undertake some 
kind of psychotherapy.” (6)

“I think most doctors also have areas they find difficult, so I think 
many barriers experienced by doctors concern not wanting to ask painful 
questions...” (7)

Several participants reported that experience was an asset. As 
expressed by one participant:

“…it becomes easier the longer you’ve been in this business.” (6)

Another put it like this: 

“I would say I have been talking to patients for many years, (…)I 
can spot, I sense when things are not just so– ‘here I am doing well and 
there are no problems’, and I can catch it, and I think I can get patients 
to open up to me.” (10)

Personality and gut feelings were often referred to as the means for 
knowing when (and how) to address psychological issues: 

“I think about what my gut tells me. If I sense that there’s something 
I need to go into, if they look at you a certain way, kind of ‘you can ask 
me about that’ish.” (4) 

Another participant explained: 

”I think it’s something you have to be born with (….) I think it’s 
really difficult to acquire the ability to relate to another person, because 
that is what it is, you sit opposite another person. You have to establish 
a relation.” (6)

Personal feelings and lack of energy

Participants referred to ‘energy level’ and ‘personal well-being’ 
as key facilitators or barriers to addressing psychological issues. The 
following sequences illustrate this:

“...sometimes there is also the individual fear – how to put it? - you 
think, ‘phew, do I have the energy?’ I have to admit that.” (7)

“If there’s something that I recognize, some psychological reactions 
that I recognize from myself, feelings I might have, then maybe I don’t 
really want to ask. I think I sometimes experience some clear resistance 
from myself.” (3)

“I try to be very professional when I go to work, but I am a thoughtful 
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person and sometimes I do take situations (from outside) with me to 
work. If you had a bad night watch, then you’re more focused on things 
that are audited, because they’re easier to relate to...” (5)

Perceived area of responsibility

A number of diabetologists felt that psychological problems did not 
belong in the diabetes consultation. When asked who should identify 
psychological problems, one diabetologist reported: 

“Not me, just because they happen to come and talk about diabetes, 
I can’t see it should be me.” (10)

Another diabetologist expressed a similar viewpoint:

“... you have to interrupt them fairly quickly, otherwise they say 
everything, also that they have back pain, and it’s not what it’s about 
here.” (1)

Some diabetologists regarded identification of psychological 
problems as a physician responsibility, but felt that physicians were not 
the best suited for solving these problems:

“I think we’re good at diagnosis, we’re good at seeing problems, but 
I’m not sure that we’re the best at talking to patients and following up on 
[psychological] problems.” (7)

Even if data revealed a number of approaches, many participants 
reported that medical issues were their prime responsibility. Several 
participants used terms such as ‘soft topics’ about psychological issues. 
One diabetologist used the term luxury in relation to issues regarding 
the psyche: 

”I wouldn’t call it luxury, but a little bit of luxury, everything has to 
work of course.” (10) 

Several participants reported that taking care of psychological 
issues was often done by nurses: 

“…our main task is to regulate their blood sugar and thus postpone 
complications - it’s probably my main job, but in general I think that with 
diabetic patients it’s also our responsibility that they feel comfortable and 
can live with diabetes, but here it’s more a task for the nurses.” (3)

Several participants suggested that it mainly makes sense to address 
psychological issues, if the physician has an interest in the topic:

”When physicians have it [psychology) as a special area of interest it 
will of course make a difference [whether or not to address psychological 
issues]. There I also think it’s important to connect these physicians with 
the patients whohave problems in that direction (…) But I mean, if you 
don’t have it as a special area of interest as a physician, then I don’t think 
it addsmuch to the professional standards.” (1) 

Others articulated a somewhat broader perception of responsibility: 

“I see it as my main job to make sure that they get a good life with 
diabetes so that they don’t feel hindered in doing what they want, while 
not developing complications. That is the short answer, and that includes 
both physical and mental well-being.” (2)

Discussion
Our study provides a range of explanations as to why psychological 

aspects of living with diabetes are frequently overlooked in diabetes 
consultations. Participating diabetologists were aware that psychological 
aspects play a role for people living with diabetes, though they 
disagreed on its how important this role was. The apparent awareness 
was not easily transformed into practical clinical implications. The 

most pervasive felt barrier was the day-to-day reality of extensive time 
pressure and documentation requirements. Also, psychological aspects 
of diabetes were in some cases downplayed by diabetologists - who, 
though aware of the evidence, nonetheless concluded that it did not 
resonate with their clinical experience. 

Study strengths and limitations
This is, to our knowledge, the first study concentrating on 

diabetologist’s perceptions regarding the barriers to addressing the 
psychological problems of their patients. The interviewees were 
geographically dispersed, both genders were equally represented and 
the level of experience varied. All invited diabetologists provided 
full interviews, and the interview guide was based on several pilot 
observations, experienced diabetologist’s perspectives and a literature 
review. Data analyses followed a well-tested structured method. 

Limitations include our sample size and that subject selection was 
based on a convenience principle. However, participants demonstrated 
no atypical traits and our impression was that we reached saturation 
for all main issues within this sample. The healthcare system, the 
curriculum for medical doctors, clinical guidelines and referral options 
may be different in other countries. It is therefore possible that other 
themes and issues would emerge if a similar study was conducted in 
countries with different medical practices. However, our results are 
coherent with our literature review also based on studies from other 
national contexts. A possible explanation for this is that the barriers 
identified relate to aspects of medicine and clinical practice that are 
typical to many clinical settings.

Other studies
Our findings were consistent with findings from the DAWN 

studies [6,18] as health care professionals expressed awareness of the 
frequent existence of psychological problems. Our findings correspond, 
moreover, with studies of barriers to addressing psychological issues in 
other medical areas. A study of barriers to the provision of evidence-
based psychosocial care in oncology underlines that there is a lack of 
referral systems, that clinicians sometimes find psychosocial problems 
secondary to medical issues and that it can be stressful for clinicians 
to deal with psychosocial problems [27]. A study of healthcare 
professionals’ perception of barriers and facilitators to addressing 
perinatal depression identified barriers on patient, provider and system 
level [28]. 

Mechanisms and barriers
Time pressure was the most clearly articulated barrier in our study. 

Even if the individual diabetologist chose to address psychological 
problems, the time to do so had to be taken from other clinically and 
administratively relevant issues. Additional time and adequate referral 
possibilities were seldom allotted by the hospital administration. 
This represents a dilemma for some diabetologists, often resolved by 
focusing on instrumental diabetes care as the guidelines prescribe. 
Generally, participants articulated strongly felt obligations to address 
glycaemic control and to meet the standards and quality requirements 
of diabetes care. 

This conforms to Yudkin et al. [29] point, that the treatment of 
diabetes is largely controlled by surrogate markers e.g. HbA1c, instead 
of revolving around objectives of importance for patients, such as vision 
impairment or quality of life. According to Yudkin et al. [29] surrogate 
markers are expected to function as substitutes for clinical endpoints 
and to predict the clinical outcome. However, this is less true than often 
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assumed, for example, with the relationship between lowered blood 
sugar levels and complications [29]. Our results clearly show how 
the restricted consultation time pushed individual diabetologists into 
an even more blinkered focus on surrogate markers than they might 
otherwise wish.

Furthermore, as explained by Anderson and Funnel, healthcare 
professionals often view patients’ diabetes self-management behaviour 
and blood sugar control as an indication of their own professional 
effectiveness [30]. This also appeared to be the case in our study. So 
while issues such as glycaemic control and blood pressure were core 
parts of professional expertise, psychological issues were associated 
with a more diffuse and private sphere. Terms such as ‘soft’ and ‘a 
little bit of a luxury’ were used to characterise psychological issues 
and the required instrument for being able to address these issues was 
the ‘personality’ of the diabetologist. Matters of the psyche were thus 
ascribed to a different realm than instrumental diabetes care and it was 
in tune with being a professional diabetologist to be uninterested in 
psychological aspects of living with diabetes.

Even if HbA1c and other biological assessments played a key 
structuring role for all participants, they still organised their clinical 
reality differently and used different explanations for their choices. 
Our results point towards a pattern where experienced diabetologists 
more often excluded psychology from the realm of their responsibility. 
Younger diabetologists were more inclined to include psychology, and 
confront the time barrier more often. We thus anticipate a slow, but 
continuous, shift towards a more integrated understanding of diabetes 
care by diabetologists, though it seems that the threshold for a dramatic 
change in clinical practice is far from attained. 

Demarcations between professions may, however, serve to uphold 
the dichotomy between instrumental diabetes care and psychological 
aspects of diabetes. The role of nurses in connection with solving 
psychological problems of patients was mentioned. However, there 
seems to be no exact delineation of assignments in relation to tackling 
psychological problems. Faced with a heavy workload and time 
pressure, the obvious solution is to negate psychological issues during 
the consultations and assign them as nursing tasks, thus reproducing 
traditional assumptions of psychological issues and medical issues 
as belonging to different professional responsibilities - rather than 
perceiving the problems as essentially concerning the common 
objective of a better life with diabetes.

The primary barrier to addressing psychological issues in diabetes 
consultations seemed to derive from the healthcare system. Even if 
psychological problems are frequent among people with diabetes 
and are directly associated to intervention adherence and improved 
survival, with few exceptions the healthcare system provides no 
structured frame for addressing or identifying psychological problems 
in diabetes consultations. Furthermore, no standard guidelines or core 
courses on psychological issues exist for Danish diabetologists. 

Implications and Conclusion
Whether, and how, to address psychological problems of patients 

with diabetes is left to the discretion of the individual diabetologist. 
Integrating psychological issues into diabetes consultations, and 
diabetes care generally, can only be accomplished if diabetologists 
perceive psychological issues to be of clinical relevance and manageable 
within the context of consultations. One approach to this would be to 
integrate diabetes psychology into the formal curriculum and training 
of diabetologists. This would create a heightened awareness and 

provide diabetologists with concrete skills to approach the problems. 

Another way to enhance awareness, as well as clinical 
manageability, would be to standardise dialogue on psychological 
issues through clinical guidelines, which usually improve clinical 
practice [31,32]. A concrete standardised procedure could consist in a 
systematic implementation of screening instruments or dialogue tools 
for facilitating dialogue on psychological issues. Adaptability to the 
medical consultation would be an essential prerequisite, with regards 
to time, to the communicative style in consultations and to the actual 
possibilities for the diabetologists to respond to patient needs.

Our study has implications for further research and practice. 
It underlines the importance of identifying efficient and clinically 
manageable ways to address psychological issues in diabetes 
consultations. Some important questions are thus raised: 1) whether 
the implementation of guidelines on psychological issues and 
problems related to diabetes is a necessity to promote the discussion 
of psychological health in diabetes consultations; 2) whether more 
consultation time is a prerogative for addressing psychological health; 
3) whether psychological problems “belong to” one specific group 
of health professionals; 4) to what extent and what kinds of referral 
possibilities are needed to enhance the psychological well-being for 
people living with diabetes?

Answering these questions will hopefully provide the knowledge 
base for a constructive incorporation of psychological issues in routine 
diabetes consultations in hospitals.
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